We consider stationary and ergodic tessellations X : {En}nrt in IR.d, where X is observed inaboundedandconvexsamplingwindow WB C Rd. Itisassumedthatthecells E, of X possess random inner structures, examples of which include point patterns, fibre systems, and tessellations. These inner cell structures are generated, both independently of each other and independently of the tessellation X, by generic stationary random sets that are related to a stationary random vector measure ,/9 acting on IRd. In particular, we study the asymptotic behaviour of a multivariate random functional, which is determined both by X and by the individual cell structures contained in l4zn. as Wn t Rd. It turns out that this functional provides an unbiased estimator for the intensity vector associated with ,Ig. Furthermore, under natural restrictions, strong laws of large numbers and a multivariate central limit theorem of the normalized functional are proven. Finally, we discuss in detail some numerical examples and applications, for which the inner structures of the cells of X are induced by iterated Poisson-type tessellations.
Introduction
Let X : { En }n'r be a stationary and ergodic tessellation in lRd. For each n > 1, consider a certain (d-dimensional) random vector a(Er), which is called an associated point of the cell 8,, of X. It is well known that the tessellation X can be regarded as a stationary and ergodic marked point process in IRd, written as a sum Inzt 6[o(r,), Eg] of Dirac measures 6to(e,), egl, where the shifted cells E! -Bn -u(Er) contain the origin o e .JRd; see,.e.g. Section 6.1 of [21] . Furthermore,for eachn > l,consideravector Jn-(J;t',...,il*))T of m > | stationary random measures in lRd. Assume that the sequence (J)n4 is independent of X and that it consists of independent, identically distributed copies of some generic random vector measure Jo -(4". ..'.. ;j'))r. For each n > 1, the ,undo* measures ilt), ..., il^) describe the inner structure of the nth cell E, of the tessellation X. In particular, in the planar case d : 2, examples of such for each i -| m. As a first step, we determine the expectation vector E Zn and the covariance matrixcov(Z) of Zn,as well as the asymptotic covariance matrix K -lime -r* covlZp) of the vector of normalized functionals relies on the ergodicity of the tessellation X -{8"}">t and the conditional independence of the random vectors /r(Er aWa), Jz(Ez)Wq),.. . given the tessellation X. Forthis purpose, we need some estimates which show that the contribution of those cells of X hittine the boundarv äVIzn is asymptotically negligible as e) -+ oo; see Lemma 4.1, below.
In the third step, we derive the following multivaiate central limit theorem: where '3' means convergence in distribution and Q7r denotes the distribution function of the (m -dimensional) Gaussian vector N(o, K) with zero-mean components and covariance matrix K; see Theorem 5.1, below.
Our results can be applied to stochastic modelling and statistical analysis of complex network structures. In [8] , the so-called stochastic subscriber line model (SSLM) was described. This is an example of a stochastic-geometric model of telecommunication networks. Figure 3 shows a realizationof the SSLM, in which the urban infrastructure along which the cable trench system is built is represented by a random tessellation. Within each cell, subscribers are located according to some point process, and line segments represent dead-end streets. Along the streets, 1-level (a) Poisson point process FIcuns 3: A realization of the stochastic subscriber line model. and 2-level network stations are displayed (the small and the large dots, respectively). Each subscriber is connected along the road system to its closest (in the Euclidean sense) 2-Ievel station via 1-level stations.
In the context of the SSLM, our results provide a theoretical basis for the statistical analysis of the morphological structure of spatial telecommunications data, and help fit appropriate tessellation models.
Notice that there exist a number of papers investigating problems closely related to the topics of our work. For example, in [10] a central limit theorem for a class of random measures associated with germ-grain models was derived, while, in [1] and [18] central limit theorems for Poisson-Voronoi and Poisson line tessellations in lR2 were respectively investigated. In [9] , normal approximations were given for some mean-value estimates of absolutely regular tessellations. Asymptotic properties of estimators for the volume fraction and other specific intrinsic volumes of stationary random sets were examined in, e.g. [3] ,l4l, [14] , and [20] . Simulation studies on the typical cell of stationary tessellations can be found, e.g. in [13] .
The present paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a short introduction to basic, general notions and notation of stochastic geometry is given. Section 3 is devoted to firstand second-order moments for functionals of stationary random measures associated with the cells of random tessellations. The strong law of large numbers and the multivariate central limit theorem mentioned above are derived in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. Some numerical examples are discussed in Section 6, where functionals are considered that describe several intracellular structures of the cells of tessellations in R2. Finallv. in Section 7. an outlook on directions for further research is siven.
Basic notions and notation
In this section, the basic notation used in the present paper is introduced and a brief account of some relevant notions of stochastic geometry is given. For a detailed discussion of the subject, the reader is referred to the literature, for example l2I1 and [22) .
The abbreviations int B, 08, and B" are used to denote the interior, the boundary, and the complement of a set B C lRd, respectively. For arbitrary sets B,B' € Rd, we will considertheoperationsof translation: B* x -{y*x:y € B}forx € lRd; reflection: E_ -B:
{-x:x € B};scaling: Ba-{gx:x € B}foranyconstantg € [0,oo); and Minkowski-addition: B A B' -{x * x' : x e B, x' e B'}. Furthermore, let b(x, r) -{yeRd:llx-yll <r}denotetheballofradiusr>}centredatxelRd,wherellx-yll is the length of the vector x -y.
By F , K, and C, the families of all closed sets, compact sets, and convex bodies (compact and convex sets) in iR.d are denoted, respectively. . Recall that a random closed set E in Rd is a measurable mapping E : Q -+ .F from some probability space (Q, .,4, P) into the measurable space (F , ß(F)), where ß(F) denotes the smallest o-algebra of subsets of F that contains all sets {F e F: F a K + Al for any K e K. In particular, the random closed set E is called a random compact set or a random convex body if P(E € K) -1 or P(E e C) : l, respectively. A tessellation in Rd is a countable family r : {Cr}nz I of convex bodies C, € C such that intCn t' a for alln,intC, t^tint C* : O for alln t' nx,UrrrCn : Rd, and Lr.tlp,nx4a1 < oo for any K e K (where 11.1 is an indicator function). Notice that the sets Cr, called the cells of r , are polytopes in lRd. The family of all tessellations in IRd is denoted by T . A random tessellation X : {En]}n.t in Rd is a sequence of random convex bodies E, such that P({ En}nrr e T) -l. Notice that a random tessellation X can also be considered to be a marked point process Inrl ä[o(r,),e!,, where a: C' -+ Rd, with C/ -e \ {a}, is a measurable mapping such that u(C) e C'and u(C -l x) : a(C) * x for any C e C' and .r € Rd, and where g2 : An -u(g) is the centred cell corresponding to En, and contains the origin. The point a(C) € IRd is called the associated point of C and can be chosen, for example, to be the lexicographically smallest point of C; see, e.g. [16] and [17] .
Suppose that the marked point process Ir=r ö[o(r,), e!1 is stationary with positive and finite
By 90 we denote the set of all convex polytopes with their associated points at the origin. Then, the Palm mark distribution P0 of X is given by
, B e ß(F) n.P0
Notice that a random polytope E* : Q -> 90, whose distribution coincides with P0, is called the typical cell of X. Furthermore, it holds that r-rIo,,rtPo(dc), (2.3) i.e. the mean volume EIE* | : f so lClP0(dC) of the typical cell E+ is equal to ).-1.
A (deterministic) iterated tessellatiorrr : {Cn, oCn: intCn, ointCn * a} in Rd consists of an initial tessellatiorr r : {Cn}nr1 in IR.d and a sequence (rn)r._t of component tessellations rn : {Cnr}r._t. Hence, in order to define the notion of a random iterated tessellation, we can proceed as follows (see [12] ). Let E be a random convex body in IRd, where int E * a, and let X -{E,}nzr be a random tessellation in lRd. Then, the mappißgY(. 1 E): Q -> N(F'), defined by y(B I E) -Ir,r öe,ns(B) llmtEniinr E+@I for B € ß(F'), where F' --F \ {a}, is a point process in Cl . The space of all nonnegative and integer-valued measures on E(F') is denoted by N(F'), where each r7 e N(Ft) can be represented by a finite or countable sum of Dirac measures äp of sets F € F' ,i.e. r1@) : Lnrr ry(F"))Sr; (B) forany B e ß(F'),and q({F e F : F aK * Al) < ooforany K e K.Noticethaty(. I E) can be seen as one possible way of describing a random tessellation in E.
Furthermore, if X -{Enlnrt is an arbitrary random tessellation in iRd and if {Xnlnrr is a sequence of independent, identically distributed random tessellations X, _ {Err}rrr in lRd (also independent of X), then the mapping I: O -+ N(F'), defined by Y(B) _ Dn.tY"(B I Er) andYn(B I Er) : Irrl öEn,ngn(B) l1intE,,oint En*aj for B e ß(Ft),rs called the point-process representation of an iterated random tessellation (or the X I X"-nesting) in IRd with initial tessellation X and component tessellations X1 , X2, .. . . Clearly, the point process I is stationary and isotropic, provided that the initial tessellation X and the component tessellations X1 , X2, .. . possess these properties. Moreover, Y is ergodic if X is ergodic.
The expectation vector and the covariance matrix
Let X : {Er}r'r be an arbitrary stationary and ergodic tessellation in IRd. Recall that the tessellation X can be equivalently described as a stationary and ergodic marked point process Inzl ö[o(r,),eg1, where EH : En -a(En) and a(8) denotes the associatedpoint of E,. Thelntensity )""-Ecard{n: u(E) € [0, t)d] is assumed to be positive and fnite. For each individual cell E, of X, we consid er anm-dimensional vector Jn -Q;') , . . . , lr^))' of stationary random measures in lRd, which together describe the inner structure of Er. We assume that the sequence (Jr)n._t is independent of X and consists of independent, identically distributed copies of a generic stationary random vector measure /0 -(41', . . . , t[*); .
Throughout this paper, we assume that only a single realization of the tessellation X and of the random vectors Jr(E, ) Wp), n >* l, can be observed in an (unboundedly increasing) sampling window Wn : QW t Rd (as E, t oo), where the convex body W' satisfies the inclusion b(o,r) C W c b(o, R) for some fixed 0 < r determine the expectation vector E Zn ofthe random vector Zq : QLD Z{)f defined by (1.1). Thetwe derive condilons under which the covariance matrixcov(Z) and the limit lims--oo cov(Zq) exist, where Zn is the normalized vector of functionals, introduced in (1.2). Moreover, the asymptotic covariance matrix K -lims--oo covlZü -fol)Ti:1 €xists, and has entries
Proof. In view of the independence of X and the sequence (Jr)r>1we may write, for any i: I m,thal
EZy : E (D,t;')(En n %)) : r(I Ex(rÄi)(En n %))), w7\':r / where E;g denotes the conditional expectation, given the tessellation X. By the stationarity of -/j'), the expectation Ex(/ot'](En I wd) equals L(i)lF,n )Wel. Since the interior of the cells Er, n > 1, fills the space IRo up to a set of Lebesgue measure 0, we have I tt, owsl : lt{sl, n>l which proves (3.1). To derive (3.3), we will first carry out the necessary calculations without regard to the existence of the integrals and expectations involved, and after that we will check their validity. Once more using the independence of X and the sequence (Jr)nr1, and combining these with (3.1), we get covef), z!)) -
The difference of the two expressions in the second line is /_ \ -E(Ie"(4t' (8, o wq\)Ev(4/)(8, f-r wa)) ).
t,!/ since, for n * l, we have r(:} e"(/o(')(En r w) 4il(8, r %))) -r "(; ,u"{r,',(o, o wd|il(Ez n %))) E"elD(E, rr wüfil (Ez n wd) -Eyt[i) (8, I w)Ex 4i) rll owp) (3.s) (3.6) by the assumed independence of ili) and fi). Thus, denoting by covy the conditional covariance given the tessellation X : {8r}rrl, we find that covef),2Y,): "(Icovy(4t)(8, o wü,4i) (8, cr %))).
Finally, writing 8n : g9 + u(g) and applying Campbell's theorem to the stationary marked point process Inzr äto(r,), Egl, we get covef) , z!\: ^ f, lo,rorrtl') ((c * x) r] wü, 4i) ((c + D n wq))rO1oc; ox ff : L J ou/, tou{ro(i)1c n (ws -D), 4j) Q n (wa--r))) dxroldc;, wh.ere, in the second equality, we have used Fubini's theorem and the invariance of cov(-/ji'(A), "rj/)ta)) under diagonal shifts, i.e.
covl-to(t)(A + *),4i) (B + x)) : cov(lj')(A), /0o)(B))
for any A, B e C and for any -x € IRd.
To complete the proof of (3.3), we justify the steps and changes of integration above by showing that our integrability condition (3. Hence, bounding the mixed second moments E(/o(t) (C a (wa -.r)) lD fC ) (Wp -x))) from above -quite similarly to as was done in (3.6) -and using the dominated convergence theorem, {')(c )(wo-*DJ:i) ö" (c n (ws
for any C e 90 and i, j : I m. The previous relation remains true for the first-order moments resulting from the covariance formula (3.5). Thus, applying the theorems of Campbell and Fubini to (3.5) , together with the dominated convergence theorem, we finally obtain that lim q-+oo covQf) ,zF') cov("Io(t) (c a (wa --r)), fiil rc . (we -x))) ax ro 6c1 lwsl for any i, j : 1, . . . , m, where the expression on the right-hand side coincides with of,, as was defined in (3.4).
Note that the second part.of Theorem 3.1 implies that the asymptotic variance of the scalar product ,'Zn : DT:r r,Zt' exists for any t -(tr t*)T € lRi; more precisely, llU varltrZü -tr Kt: I ti1of1, p_+oo i, j:l where rc -@fpT j:, it given by (3.4).
We conclude this section with a discussion of the inte.grability conditions in (3.2). Our aim is to put separate conditions on the random measures ,/o(') and the typical cell E* of X, which together imply (3.2). In some cases, it might not be possible to directly check whether or not the first integrability condition in (3.9) is satisfied. This is due to the fact that it is sometimes difficult to determine the second moment E M?(E*) of the kth Minkowski-functional Mp(E*) of the typical cell E* of X. However, the isodiametric inequality (2.2) implies that E M|(E*) < oo holds for each k : 0, ..., d -1, provided that E D2d (E*) < oo.
Laws of large numbers
Recall that the individual ergodic theorem applied to the (stationary and ergodic) marked point process Irr r öto(r,),8fl1 reads as follows (see [6, p. 339 The proof of Theorem 4.2 will be given in Section 4.3, below. Notice that the limit Ä('t in (4.5) cone.sponds to that of (4.2) because the stationarity of "/j') and (2.3) imply that tr(l) -). E,/0('l(E*), provided that "/9 and E* are independent.
Cells hitting the boundary of the sampling window
The following lemma is essential for the proof of Theorem 4.1. However, it also seems to be of interest in its own right: we show that the influence of those cells 8, of X (appearing on the left-hand side of (4.2)) that hit the boundary 3 W* becomes asymptotically negligible as q -+ oo. To do so, we define the families of events (Aq)er,eo and (Bq)q''so by As : f-l ttf el + cv(8,)) ) We -sJ u {cy(8,) e Wqlq@;l) In order to prove that S1u,/lW1,rl 35 0 as N --> oo, it is necessary and sufficient to show that, for any given 6, rl > 0, there exists an integer lo : loQ, 4) such that \t'r ak / \ \r'r ak z// \ \r: @14) where Pa denotes the conditional probability, given the tessellation X.
To estimate the first term on the right-hand side of (4.74), we make use of the wellknown Häjek-Rdnyi inequality, which reads as follows (see, e.g. Theorem 2. Applying Campbell's theorem again, and using the facts that ap < ak+r and af, Z akak-r for k > I, we find (after a series of elementary reartangements) that E varx t sf') ) , \-E vary ( ul') ) However, since the ergodic theorem (4.1) implies that (Z(,i),rr/ail 35 ,1, EV lgreet) as N -> oo, there exists an integer l0 : h(6, ry) (larger than t) such that the right-hand side of (4.16) becomes smaller than J 11 for any ( , lo.Together with the other estimates above, and combined wirh (4.13), (4.14), (4.15) , this yields (4.I2).
A multivariate central limit theorem
In this section, we provea central limit theorem that asserts the asymptotic normality of the normalized random vector Zp : eLt) ZY')' ,defined in (I.2), as q -> oo. where, recall, <Ds denotes the distribution function of the (m-dimensional) mean-zero Gaussian vector N(o, K) with covariance matrix K.
To make the proof of Theorem 5.1 more transparent, we first collect some preliminary results in Section 5.1 and postpone the main part of the proof to Section 5.2.
In the particular case d : 2,the isodiametric inequality (2.2) implies that the second moment of the perimeter Mt(E*) of E* exists if and only if the second moment of the diameter of E* exists. Therefore, in this case, E D2(E*) < oo and El E*12 . oo are the only conditions on the typical cell E* of X that are needed to show (5.1).
Some auxiliary results
For any fixed vector t -ltr t*)T € IR-and any s > 0, define o21t1 -tT Kt (which is greater than or equal to 0) and the event where o?i : Ä1E4')(E.)4o)(E*)-1(;)1(j)Elg*12;for i, j : l,... ,m.Buuhesequantities coincide-with the entries of the matrix K, as deflned in (3.4) . In other words, the ratio n!{t,X)llWel converges almost surely to o2(r) as q -> oo. This implies convergence in probability, which is assertion (5.2) of the lemma.
In this, and the subsequent, section, we use the abbreviation s(t, J0, C) : tr to(c) -tr Lolcl:ir,(4t)(c) -^ti)1cl) (5.4) i:l foranyr e lRt andC e C,wherelo -(),(ll, ...,X(*))T. s2(t, Jo, c . (wa-x)) < 2llrrr'( trlr(;)1c r (we -xD)z+ lllo il2lc n (we -"ll').
rfr/ Together with (3.6), this yields the inequality
Jo,,r'u. Js. c n ( wa -x)) dx < 2llrll2lwd(Ir"{t)tcl)2 + ;;.r.sltttct' ).
Thus, in summary, the above estimates show that the left-hand side of (5. Note that it is difficult, but not impossible, to find values for the intensities ),(1) and ).(2) such that (6.2) to (6.5) simultaneously have positive solutionr lrrti' una yli) for each j : I, . . . ,4. As Table 2 shows, we consider the cases j --1,2,3 only, and present representative results for tr(l) -0.004 and Ä(2) _ 0.1.
In the above examples, the integrability conditions of (3.9) (see also the remark after Theorem 5.1) are obviously satisfied whenever E D4(E*) . oo and
The first statement in (6.6) is true because the diameter of the typical cell E* has an exponentially bounded tail, both for Poisson-Voronoi tessellations and for Poisson line tessellations (see, e.g. tl3l). Since the random measures ljr) a.e induced by the Poisson-type nestings displayed in Table l , the second-order properties of Poisson line and Poisson-Voronoi tessellations imply that the second statement is also true.
Computation of asymptotic covariance matrices
.For each of nl.realizations 6* of the typical cell E* of X, we consider n2 realizations of Xtt) , Xf) ,and x[3), where the respective intensities are chosen according to Table 2 . Hence, a r(r) -zy)".ry+|ri"fr!. andy -(I/n)Di:t V;, respectively. Finally, the sample mean of the n 1 estimates of covariances is multiplied by .). in order to get an estimate of K. Table 3 shows K for nt : n2:100000 when X is either a PLT or a PVT.
Clearly, the estimated covariance betw"en -r,1 l) ( E * ) and ilD (E * ) seems to depend strongly on the type of X, while the choice of X, given a certain X does not make much difference to the values. These calculations were performed using packages from the GeoStoch JAYATM library (http://www.geostoch.de; see also t15l). Further numerical calculations, based on the central limit theorem given in Theorem 5.1, show that the statement of asymptotic normality of the distribution of 1Z[r),23')' is justified quite well, even in the case of a (relatively small) quadratic sampling window Wn of area lWql -2002.
Conclusion
In this paper, we considered a (normaliz ed) m-dimensional vector of function alsZn,the components of which describe the inner structure of the cells of a stationary and ergodij tessellation X. We have shown that, under certain conditions, the distribution function of Zn converges uniformly to the (m-dimensional) multivariate normal distribution N(o, 1() if the sampling window Wn grows unboundedly as q -+ oo. We determined the asymptotic covariance matrix K and presented laws of large numbers, which provide unbiased and consistent estimators for the intensities Ä(l) l(-) of the stationary random measures /ott', . .., 4*). There are several interesting directions for further research. In particular, the vector of functionals /n(l) flD ,anbe generalized such that each component il') of this vector is afunctionaldefinedontheft-facets (0 < k < d)of thecell E, of X. Forexample, if d -2, then T:crossings induced by the intersection of the edges of a component tessellation X, with the edges of the initial tessellation X can be analysed.
Another interesting problem is the derivation of an unbiased and consistent estimator for the asymptotic covariance matrix K -lime-+ca cov Zn. Suchan estimator is needed if one wants to construct asymptotic hypothesis tests for the intensities ),(l) 7@) @f /ott), . . . , 4*)) based on the central limit theorem stated in Theorem 5.1.
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